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Abstract—Wind and solar power are well known intermittent
power sources with high availability uncertainties. Hence, when-
ever they are integrated to distribution systems, these power
sources can increase significantly the complexity of system opera-
tion. This paper presents an impact analysis of distributed energy
resources integration on distribution systems, focusing mainly on
reliability aspects. Therefore, an interesting algorithm to correctly
determine the amount of capacity that may be transferred to other
feeders is presented and discussed, taken into consideration the
presence of distributed generation. The methodology is tested in
a typical Brazilian distribution system, assuming the integration
of a diesel-based combined heat and power unit, wind turbines,
and solar panels. The results provide general insights regarding
the benefits of applying distributed generation to alleviate load
transfer restrictions.

Index Terms—Distributed energy resources, load transfer,
Monte Carlo simulation, reliability assessment, solar power, wind
power.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S SEVERAL large-scale systems, electrical power sys-
tems evolve based on trends motivated by economical,

environmental, and societal drivers, as well as on the advances
in lateral areas such as communication and information tech-
nologies. Such drivers have caused the advent of well-estab-
lished initiatives around the world especially concerned with
power systems such as: Modern Grid Initiative [1], IntelliGrid
Initiative [2], European Smart Grids Technology Platform [3],
and some smart grids policies and statements of policy [4], [5].
In general terms, these initiatives are characterized by the de-
ployment of decentralized control and management solutions,
the integration of renewable and distributed energy resources
(DER), as well as themodernization of the power systems. From
a more specific perspective, some directives can be recognized
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such as reliability, renewable resources, demand response, elec-
tric storage, and electric transportation [6].
DER comprises the distributed generation (DG), energy

storage units, and loads under active demand-side manage-
ment. Among these resources, distributed generation has
experienced a significant increase during the past few years.
Nevertheless, DG integration imposes several challenges to
power distribution delivery. These challenges arise since the
distribution systems infrastructure was designed assuming
that the electric energy would be carried unidirectional from
HV/MV substations downstream to customers. This assump-
tion influences protection and control, and as a consequence,
the distribution systems reliability. Hence, the complexity of
operating the distribution systems as a whole increases with the
integration of DG, and advanced control schemes [7] might be
necessary to achieve an adequate and safe operation.
Despite these shortcomings, DG is deemed to enhance re-

liability, power quality, and to provide ancillary services [8].
Among the several benefits DG can provide to the distribution
system operation, they can be used to alleviate the feeder
loading to allow increase in load transfer capability. This
increase depends considerably on the size, technology and the
intermittency of the resource employed by the DG. Special
attention has been given to wind and solar power due to en-
vironmental issues. However, these power sources along with
their intermittencies can increase significantly the complexity
of system analysis.
This paper presents an impact analysis of DER integration on

distribution systems, focusing mainly on reliability aspects. The
proposed methodology is based on a combination of analytical
techniques (cut-sets) and chronological Monte Carlo simulation
(MCS). It assesses the amount of capacity that may be trans-
ferred to other feeders, taking into consideration the presence of
DG. The methodology is tested in a typical Brazilian distribu-
tion system assuming the integration of a diesel-based combined
heat and power unit, wind turbines, and solar panels. The results
are presented and discussed bearing in mind the reliability ben-
efits of applying distributed energy resources to alleviate load
transfer restrictions.

II. DG CONNECTED TO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

There are a number of technical, environmental, regulatory,
and commercial challenges for DER integration. It is widely rec-
ognized and reported in the literature that high penetration of
DER in distribution networks can be both beneficial and unfa-
vorable [9]. Both positive and negative impacts depend on var-
ious technical features, such as technology, size of the units, op-
eration and control strategies used to deal with the DER, as well
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as their capacity and position in the network. Generally, DER
studies as DG integration aim to search ways of managing the
impact of DG penetration with respect to regulation, costs, lo-
cation, size, as well as environmental and technical benefits.
In terms of problem evaluation, these are the major concerns

to be considered. For instance, DG location can be highly influ-
enced by the node of connection. Depending on where the gen-
erators are installed in the grid, the benefits and negative impacts
may vary as well. The size of DG units can define the operation
regime and the amount of energy delivered to the grid. DG also
affects the voltage regulation and the limits of operation. DG
capacity can indicate the current limits on lines and the power
limit of the substation transformer. At this point, it is important
to highlight that the gains in network capacity and possibility of
investment deferral provided by DG connection can effectively
contribute to operation conditions such as load transfer restric-
tions. The reduction of transfer restrictions is the main technical
benefit evaluated in this paper.
DG impacts on the level of losses of the distribution network.

It is largely used as the main function in such type of evalua-
tion because it reflects in efficiency and, indirectly, impacts on
capacity and voltage regulation. There is also regulation over
losses defining penalization and rewards, what may be included
in this type of evaluation. DG short-circuit level, which in fact
has generally negative impact over operation of protection, de-
pends on the DG technology used. Finally, DG ownership may
impact on regulation, and can define whether the utility is al-
lowed to own and conveniently install DG in the distribution
network. In Europe, for instance, it is forbidden for the distribu-
tion network operators to own generating units mainly due the
unbundling rules for electricity markets [10].

III. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM RELIABILITY EVALUATION

It is essential for electric utilities to track distribution system
reliability levels and define performance indices to assess their
basic function of providing a cost-effective and reliable power
supply to all sectors of society. In the current competitive envi-
ronment, all these utilities are under a tremendous pressure to
reduce costs by all means. One of the immediate consequences
is the deterioration of service quality. An interesting attempt
to maintain an acceptable balance between service quality and
costs is through a mechanism known as performance-based
rates (PBR) [11], [12]. A PBR is a contract that rewards a utility
for providing good reliability service and/or penalizes it for
providing poor reliability levels.
In general, PBR is based on a procedure known by past per-

formance or historical reliability assessment, and it is widely
used by utilities. Future performance or predictive reliability
assessment is another valuable reliability evaluation procedure,
which can be used to determine system reinforcements and to
compare expansion alternatives. Regardless of the procedure
applied to measure the past or future performance of the supply
adequacy at customer load points, the main indices used are:
failure rate (usually interpreted as a frequency) , failure dura-
tion , unavailability , energy not supplied ENS, and for the
system (or any group of customers or feeders) indices such as
SAIFI, SAIDI, and CAIDI [13], [14]. These indices represent
average values and, therefore, conventional distribution system
reliability algorithms are generally able to assess these values.

These algorithms are based on Markov concepts in conjunc-
tion with minimal cut-set techniques (network modeling). They
provide sufficiently accurate results for a wide range of practical
distribution systems [14], even for large networks taking into
account several practical aspects [15]. Due to the new compet-
itive environment, other indices have emerged such as the in-
terruption costs (e.g., ,
[16], [17], [18], [19], etc.) andMax-
imum Continuous Interruption Duration per customer (MCID),
which measures the amount of hours that a customer is contin-
uously interrupted beyond an acceptable target value (MCIDT)
[20]–[22]. Unfortunately, even average values associated with
these indices cannot be computed by analytical methods [18],
[19], [23]. Conversely, the sequential MCS is the natural tool to
simulate chronological aspects. It is not only able to assess the
usual reliability indices, but also their respective probability dis-
tributions [24]–[26]. Even maintenance schemes can be easily
included in the simulation.

A. Equipment, DER, and Load Modeling

In chronologicalMCS, any equipment (e.g., lines, cables, dis-
connects, etc.) can be easily represented by the usual two-state
Markovian model, defined by the associated failure and repair
rates [14], [24]. Obviously, if necessary, non-Markovian models
can be used in the simulation process. Different chronological
load patterns per area or bus [19] can also be represented, as well
as the fluctuation of generating capacities, a characteristic of re-
newable energy sources [27], [28]. In distribution systems reli-
ability assessment [14], the supply is considered 100% reliable,
i.e., always available with the necessary capacity. In this work,
photovoltaic (PV) and wind power generation units will be con-
sidered 100% reliable, but their capacity will vary with time,
using models similarly to those described in [27], [28]. Com-
bined heat and power (CHP) units will also be considered 100%
reliable as themajor substation supply. If needed, all sources can
have their unavailabilities duly simulated by the chronological
MCS algorithm.

B. Chronological MCS for Distribution Systems

The sequential MCS is able to reproduce the chronological
evolution of the system by sampling stochastic sequences of
system states [24]–[26]. These sequences are simulated based
on the stochastic modeling of each system component and the
chronological load model in the same time basis. The sequen-
tial MCS algorithm can estimate the system reliability indices
considering the simulated years as given by (1):

Estimates of all the basic reliability indices can be represented
by (1), depending on the definition of , where repre-
sents a sequence of system states in year . For instance, the en-
ergy not supplied will be the summation of unsupplied energy
associated with each interruption of a simulated year. The un-
certainty around the estimated indices is given by the variance
of the estimator, and the convergence of the simulation process
is tested using the coefficient of variation [19], [24], [25].
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The proposed algorithm is based on a combination of ana-
lytical techniques (minimal cut-sets) and chronological MCS
[21]–[23]. It is described as follows:
i) Identify all minimal paths and cut-sets for all load points.
ii) Simulate the initial state of each component belonging
to each minimal cut-set by nonsequential Monte Carlo
simulation. Another unbiased possibility to this step is to
chronologically connect all component simulated history;
this procedure is used in this work.

iii) Generate different random numbers for both up and down
times of each component belonging to each minimal cut-
set, and convert these numbers into times to failure and
repair using the appropriate distributions.

iv) Identify the shortest time and set it as the clock
of the process. The corresponding equipment is .

v) Analyze the reliability performance for all load points,
feeders or any specific group of customers and also for the
system. This includes the search for possible switching
actions, which are also simulated, based on some prob-
ability distributions or set as fixed values. The analysis
should also consider time load variations of customers and
other alternative sources.

vi) Based on the previous analysis, calculate contributions to
reliability indices for all load points. EENS indices are
properly calculated for those points with PV sources.

vii) Generate and add a new time (up or down) associated
with equipment . If the period of analysis (e.g., year)
is not over yet, go back to step iv); otherwise, calculate
reliability indices (load points and system) for the corre-
sponding period and continue to step viii).

viii) Evaluate the coefficient of variation for a given reli-
ability index (say, expected energy not supplied). If con-
vergence is not achieved, return to step iv); otherwise, cal-
culate the reliability measures (expected values and dis-
tributions) for all load points and system (or any group of
customers), and stop the simulation process.

There is a number of aspects related with the MCS process that
depends on some system operating assumptions. These involve,
for instance, load transfer restrictions, load curtailment policy
set at the substation level, floating capacity of some DER, etc.
These are fully considered in the present work.

C. Distribution System Decomposition

Initially, it is necessary to identify the main feeders of the
distribution system. An algorithm capable of automatically
determining the system main feeders was developed. This
algorithm consists of checking the connectivity between the
branches and indicating the load points that use the same feeder
to receive energy from the supply, without the need to close the
Normally Open (N/O) points. Thus, the methodology consists
of completely separating each of the feeders, and the N/O points
that interconnect the feeders will be replaced by alternative
energy supplies connected through N/O components [15], [22].
In terms of reliability, the disadvantage of using the proposed
decomposition assumption is restricted to disregarding of
some second order minimal cuts; only those which depend on
switching involving N/O points. The contributions of these cuts
to reliability indices are negligible most of the time. The full

TABLE I
LOAD LEVELS FOR DETERMINING N/O SWITCH CAPACITIES

procedure to account for the effects of transferring load through
N/O points in the load feeder will be described.

IV. IMPACT OF DG ON LOAD TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS

The failure of one component of the electric system causes
the opening of a protective device, with the objective of limiting
the extension and severity of the fault. If there is a possibility of
switching taking place, through the closing of N/O points, the
interrupted loads outside the isolated area are transferred to an-
other feeder. This transfer is dependent on technical restrictions,
such as equipment overloading or voltage dropping problems.
Neglecting these aspects would cause even greater problems in
the loads being transferred and in the loads normally served by
the feeder receiving the transfer.
In order to properly determine all technical limits, it is nec-

essary to perform load flow analyses for all possible contingen-
cies of the system, which may be computationally unfeasible
in a chronological MCS process for real distribution networks.
Nevertheless, of all the technical aspects to be taken into con-
sideration, the one that may cause the greatest and most direct
impact is the equipment capacity limit. The maximum capacity
that may be transferred to one feeder is determined by:
• thermal capacity of conductors in the feeders, from the in-
terconnection point to the supply source;

• installed capacity of the transformers and other equipment
in the substation;

• capacity rating of these components under normal oper-
ating conditions.

By ignoring the maximum transfer capacity, an undesired pro-
tection operation may be initiated (e.g., interruption of loads
outside the faulty area) and/or the damage of components, with
even greater consequences. Thus, it is crucial to check the max-
imum load transfer capacity since this limit directly interferes
with the reliability indices.
In order to illustrate how the load flow analysis can be re-

placed in a chronological reliability assessment of a distribu-
tion network, Table I presents three load levels: low, medium,
and high. Each load level has an associated load and an N/O
switch factors. Asmentioned before, for a lower load level, there
is a greater transfer factor in the N/O switch. The load factor
is related to the nominal capacity of the load points and the
N/O switch factor is related to the worst capacity transfer condi-
tion, i.e., the capacity that may be transferred when there is the
greatest load level (i.e., peak load). The parameters of Table I
were chosen based on some data collected from Brazilian power
utilities. Nevertheless, a power flow could be used to determine
more reliable values for these parameters. Moreover, a greater
number of load levels could be used. As this number increases,
so does the number of cut-sets to be stored and the computa-
tional time, making impractical the analysis of very large-scale
distribution systems.
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In a reliability evaluation that uses the state enumeration
method (analytical), the load is to be considered constant. In
this case, it is possible to identify exactly the load points that,
due to the restriction of load transfer, stopped computing the
switching time in order to compute the repair time of the faulty
component. Therefore, it is possible to determine the load
points influenced by the load restriction. For the chronological
MCS, an algorithm that enables the use of load curves was
developed. With it, for each time interval, the load is in different
levels. Thus, in the load transfer process, one should check
the load condition at the instant of failure occurrence to, then,
compare it with the maximum transfer capacity. However, the
checking of transfer restrictions at each instant of time may
make it unfeasible the use of chronological MCS algorithms in
real and large-scale distribution systems.
One way of carrying out a chronological MCS that addresses

variable load curve and load transfer restriction between feeders
is to determine minimal cut-sets for pre-determined load levels.
The load curve variation is not only related to the capacity of
the load points but also to the load transfer capacity between
feeders. A lower load level will lead to a greater load transfer
capacity. Only the cut-sets with N/O switching times are in-
fluenced by load transfer restriction. A cut-set may become a
cut-set with repair time due to this restriction.
The proposed approach consists in determining the cut-sets

with N/O switching time and with repair time for each of these
three load levels: Low, Medium, and High. The steps for each
level are described next:
a) Select a cut with N/O switching time and the load points

affected by this cut.
b) Check the capacity of the disconnecting N/O switch of the
associated path of cut . Compare the capacity found for
the switch with the sum of the capacities of the load points
that were affected by cut .

c) If the capacity of the sum of the loads is less than the
capacity of the N/O switch, cut continues as first order
cut with N/O switching time for these load points; go on
to step f).

d) If the capacity of the sum of the loads is greater than
the capacity of the N/O switch, one should find the next
switch device of an N/O path, towards the feeding source
and originating at the present N/O device of cut . The
N/O switch found will become the new maneuver device
for load transfer.

e) Select the load points in which at least one N/O path
is not made up by the new switch device of cut . The
selected points will be the new . For the other load
points, cut will shift from N/O switching time to repair
time. Return to step c).

f) If there are more cuts with N/O switching time, one should
choose a new cut C, the new load points LP affected by
this cut, and return to step c). This test should be carried
out with all cuts with N/O switching time.

During the chronological MCS, the capacity of each N/O
switch will be changed according to the load level of the feeder
that will receive the transfer, i.e., the capacity not used by the
feeder may be transferred. This approximation is performed as
to avoid the use of a load flow routine. Through the N/O switch
capacity one can determine, by means of Table I, which load

level the system is at and, consequently, which cut-set should be
used in the simulation. For instance, if the load level is below 0.5
pu (per unit in relation to the peak), one should use a switch ca-
pacity factor of 2.0 pu (per unit in relation to its nominal power
rating). That means, more power can be transferred from the
feeder with low load level condition. If the load level is between
0.5 and 0.7 pu, one should use a factor of 1.5 pu. Finally, if the
load is between 0.7 and 1.0 pu, the switch capacity factor is 1.0
pu, i.e., one should use its standard power rating value.
The inclusion of renewable sources in the system also influ-

ences the transfer capacity of N/O switches. The transfer ca-
pacity floats according to the power generated by the renew-
able sources. If the renewable source is present in the feeder
that failed, it will be checked if the path between the renewable
source and the switch is disconnected. This makes it impossible
the use of the source in the load transfer. If the renewable source
is present in the feeder that will receive the transfer, it will al-
ways be taken into account, for only second order cuts, which
were not taken into consideration in the decomposition simula-
tion, would not allow the use of the source.

V. APPLICATION RESULTS

A. System Characteristics

The selected system to identify the contribution of DER on
distribution system reliability under load transfer restrictions is
a typical Brazilian distribution network (TBD), which occupies
an area circa 550 in a rural district [15]. This system is
considered to be of a small size, for it has 148 branches and 61
load points distributed in four main feeders. The loads follow a
chronological representation containing as many steps as there
are hours in the year as in [29], with the exception of LP13,
LP15, LP29, LP33, LP45, LP57, and LP60, which are set as
constant values comprising an industrial behavior. The average
repair or replacement time for most equipment is 2.4 h, and the
average switching time is set to 1 h. Its geo-processed topology
can be seen in [15].
Fig. 1 illustrates the feeders in a single line diagram, which

was modified to include photovoltaic (PV), combined heat and
power (CHP), and wind power generation units. These four
feeders are connected by five different switches (SW-1, SW-2,
SW-3, SW-4, and SW-5). The possibility of transferring load
from Feeder 1 to 2 is assured by SW-1, (which has a double
pathway to the load transfer) and also SW-4. The possibility of
transferring load from Feeder 2 to 3 is assured by SW-5, and
from Feeder 1 to 4 is assured by SW-3. The SW-2 consists of
an internal possibility of transferring load of Feeder 1. At the
load points (LP) indicated in Fig. 1, six individual PV genera-
tion panels with capacity of 0.21 MW were integrated [30]. In
addition, two wind turbines of 2 MW and a Diesel-based CHP
unit of 1.1 MW were integrated as well [30]. Solar and wind
generation powers bring with them different levels of output
variations, which are properly represented by historical series of
solar irradiation and wind speed converted to power [31], [32].
Regarding the operation conditions, after a fault is cleared

and isolated, the feeders must be energized at least up to the
point of common connections and the DG must start up and be
synchronized in time to support load transferring. Notice that
islanded operation is not allowed and loss of grid protection
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Fig. 1. Integration of PV, CHP, and wind generator units in the TBD system.

acts perfectly in disconnecting the DG after the occurrence of
a fault. For the sake of the TBD system, it is emphasized that
PV solar panels exhibit a nonlinear current/voltage character-
istic producingmaximum power at only one particular operating
point, which varies with the solar irradiation [31] and panel tem-
perature. Hence, grid-tie inverters with maximum power point
tracking allow extracting the maximum power from the PV ar-
rays and fast start-up times. Such times are small and can be
neglected for load transfer analysis purposes.
In case of CHP units, start-up times can vary from some sec-

onds to a few days according to their size and technology (steam
turbine, reciprocating engine, gas turbine, micro turbine, fuel
cell) [33]. For 1.1 MW diesel-based CHP generators and 2.0
MW wind generation units, total start-up and synchronization
times range a fewmilliseconds [33], [34]. These times were also
neglected in the load transferring evaluations. Finally, the TBD
network shown in Fig. 1 is an illustrative example, so it does not
represent the real operation of this system.

B. Discussion of Results

In order to identify the contribution of DER on distribution
system reliability under load transfer restrictions, three different
types of simulations are carried out:
• Without LR: it consists of a distribution system without
load restrictions between feeders.

• With LR: it consists of a distribution system with load
restrictions between feeders. In this case, the switch limit is
considered, where the transfer capacity between feeders is
limited to 400 kW, with the exception of Switch 3 (SW-3)
that is limited to 800 kW (from Feeder 4 to 1).

Fig. 2. Unavailability indices per load points—Feeder 1.

• With LR + DER: it consists of a distribution system with
load restrictions between feeders in the same way as be-
fore. However, the presence of DER distributed along all
feeders (Fig. 1) is considered.

Fig. 2 shows the unavailability indices for all load points
in Feeder 1. Due to the presence of four switches, if a failure
occurs, all loads can be transferred resulting in similar perfor-
mances (Without LR). Observe that there is no impact of load
restrictions on the following load points: LP05, LP06, LP07,
LP08, LP11, and LP14. In fact, due to the possibility of transfer-
ring capacity between Feeders 1 and 2 through SW-1 and SW-4,
these load points are suitably supported in case of failure events
in Feeder 1. Due to its proximity to the substation, the LP01 is
also supported right away in case of failure events. Conversely,
points LP03, LP04, LP09, LP10, LP12, and LP13 are the most
affected by the load restrictions of Feeder 2.

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SMART GRID, VOL. 3, NO. 4, DECEMBER 2020
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Fig. 3. Unavailability indices per load points—Feeder 4.

As expected, it is not possible to transfer the whole set of load
from Feeder 1 to 2. In general, these set of load points should
wait, on average, for 2.4 h of repair time, instead of an average
switching time, which is set to 1 h. Hence, the results presented
in the simulation “With LR” for these load points appear with
high values of unavailability index (in red), when compared to
the simulation results “Without LR” (in blue). Another possi-
bility would be to transfer the load capacity from Feeder 1 to
4, which in fact is restricted by the proximity of the industrial
load, located at LP13, from SW-3. This industrial load is repre-
sented by a constant load value of 880 kW. Regardless of this
fact, the switch capacity of SW-3 is 400 kW, which also could
unable the transfer of the complete set of load points from one
feeder to another.
The integration of DER into the distribution system may

directly modify the transferring capacities involved in this
analysis. Notice that the connections of CHP1 and PV4, PV5,
and PV6 enable a certain level of transferring capacity through
SW-3. Moreover, the integration of Wind1 and PV1, PV2, and
PV3 allows transferring capacity through SW-1 and SW-4.
This new condition brings the real benefit from DER, where
the transferring capacities results in the simulation “With
LR+DER” (in green) may be compared with those “Without
LR (in blue)” ones. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that
the PV integration has a marginal benefit over the unavailability
index of the load points of Feeder 1.
Another set of evaluations is shown in Fig. 3, where the un-

availability index of the load points of Feeder 4 is assessed. As
the switch capacity transfer of SW-3 is 800 kW, the range of
load points from LP35 to LP45 may be transferred from Feeder
4 to 1. This may be observed in Fig. 3, when one compares the
simulation results “Without LR” (in blue) to “With LR” (in red).
Meanwhile, as LP45 consists of an industrial load of 600 kW,
there is a large consumption of this transferring procedure direct
to this LP45, which reduces the benefit over the rest of the load
points. Once again, DER benefits are strongly evident where
CHP1 has increased the transferring capacity through the SW-3.
This makes it possible to accept part of this load that comes from
the range of load points from LP46 to LP54. Conversely, the
range of load points LP55 to LP60 receives little benefit from
the CHP1 integration.
Considering a , each case takes, on average, 15 s to

be run in an Intel Core 2 Duo, 2 GHz processor.
In Fig. 4, it is shown the EENS index and its implications over

Feeder 2. It can be seen that the EENS index behaves without

Fig. 4. EENS indices per load points—Feeder 2.

Fig. 5. EENS indices per load points—Feeder 3.

influence of the load transfer restrictions, mainly in the simula-
tion results “Without LR” and “With LR” at load points LP22,
LP24, and LP25. It means that the power transferring through
SW-1 and SW-4 is only sufficient to supply these load points
during a load transfer. In this case, SW-5 is unable to transfer
load to Feeder 3, mainly because of the two industrial loads con-
nected to this feeder. On the other hand, it is evident that the
integration of Wind1, Wind2, PV1, PV2, and PV3 improves the
performance of the whole set of load points in this feeder, miti-
gating the EENS index.
Some interesting results appear with the DER integration

on some specific load points, where the EENS index “With
LR+DER” may present results even better than “Without LR.”
The LP19, LP20, and LP21 are some examples of this condi-
tion. The simulation results “With LR+DER” present EENS
index inferior to the “Without LR” ones. It can be explained
due to the use of PV, which can supply consumers even in cases
where the utility is unable to supply them. A simple analysis of
the EENS index over Feeder 3 shows that the results revealed
the same behavior as in Feeder 2, as presented in Fig. 5. LP28
and LP34 are not affected by load restrictions during the load
transfer procedure, mainly due to the proximity to the substa-
tion and to SW-5. In fact, the integration of Wind2 improves the
EENS index on LP32 and LP 33, which is not extended to the
other set of load points because LP33 consists of an industrial
load of 873 kW, requiring most part of the capacity transferred.
Tables II and III show the penalties (unavailability, frequency,

and indices) calculated for all load points of the four
feeders of the TBD system. Limit standards of 20 h/yr, 20 f/yr,
and were considered for these three reliability
indices, respectively. An average tariff of 0.20 US$/kWh was
also considered for assessing the penalties [20]. Obviously, the
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TABLE II
LOAD POINT PENALTIES FOR UNAVAILABILITY AND FREQUENCY

TABLE III
LOAD POINT PENALTIES FOR MCID

TABLE IV
EXPECTED ENERGY NOT SUPPLIED

failure frequency does not depend on the load restrictions. For
all other indices, the results for the three load restriction cases
(i.e., “Without LR,” “With LR,” and “With LR + DER”) are
shown.
For instance, the penalties due to the indices in Feeder 4 is

reduced from 7142.8 to 1753.1 US$/yr, when DER is included.
Note that this penalty could not be lower than 631.2 US$/yr,
which is the value obtained under no load transfer restrictions.
It can be observed that the penalties in all feeders are dramati-
cally reduced. Some of them (e.g., Feeders 1 and 2) are dimin-
ished up to almost the same level as it would be with no load
transfer restrictions. These remarks can also be made for the
MCID penalties, as shown in Table III. These penalties are the
highest in the system. In Feeder 4, the MCID penalty reached
11 717.4 US$/yr with load restrictions and this value is reduced
to 4608.8 US$/yr when DER are included. There is no doubt
about the benefits of the proposed DG in the TBD network.
In relation to the EENS indices (Table IV), the presence of

DG in the system is also significant. As it could be expected, in
some feeders the EENS indices considering DG (i.e., “With LR
+ DER”) are smaller than the base case (i.e., “Without LR”).
This conclusion can be extended to the LOLC indices shown
in Table V. These costs were calculated using the same unit
interruption cost values described in [18]. Three categories were
used: industrial, commercial, and residential.
The total LOLC are: a) 149 897 US$/yr in case “Without LR”;

b) 175 868 US$/yr in case “With LR”; and c) 154 517 US$/yr
in case “With LR + DER.” By including DG, there will be a
reduction of 21 351 US$/year or the loss of load costs.
Table VI shows the traditional SAIDI (under the three con-

ditions) and SAIFI indices for the four feeders in the system.

TABLE V
LOSS OF LOAD COST

TABLE VI
SAIDI AND SAIFI INDICES

By including DG in the TBD network, the SAIDI indices for
Feeders 1 and 2 become almost the same as there were no
restrictions under load transfer conditions. But the benefits in
Feeders 3 and 4 are very significant: from 9.30 to 8.68 h/cus-
tomer yr and from 13.66 to 11.80 h/customer yr. In relation to
SAIFI index, there is obviously no improvement, as it could be
expected.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work described a new methodology based on minimal
cut-sets and chronological Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to
assess the impact on the reliability indices, when distributed en-
ergy recourses (DER) are integrated into distribution systems.
Load transfer restrictions and distributed generation (DG) were
emphasized in this work. The proposed approach proved to be
very accurate and also efficient from the computational point
of view. From the reliability point of view, it becomes evident
the benefits of integrating DG into distribution networks. Be-
sides the increase on the amount of energy available in the grid,
its distribution efficiency is enhanced. In the future, microgrids,
energy storage units, and loads under active demand-side man-
agement will also be considered by the proposed reliability as-
sessment tool. Obviously, other studies (e.g., investment costs,
transmission losses, power quality, voltage stability, etc.) have
to be carried out to conclude about the integration benefits of
DER into distribution networks.
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